Abstract-Increasing demand for storage and computation has driven the growth for the environment with tremendous computer resources. To make huge resources available, virtualization technology provide flexible and manageable execution environment that is specialized for variety of applications using shared and manageable resources [1]-[3]. One of the major problems in computing systems and service processing is managing the available resources to support more demands. In this paper we have introduced some advantages of virtualization technology and proposed an intelligent virtual resource allocation method for virtualized data center. Since this problem is NP-hard, the solution has been focused on approximate methods based on genetic algorithm to find an optimum solution in a multi-tier distributed environment. Here, some mathematical analysis and technical evaluation have been presented to certify the advantage of the proposed method. Results of our evaluation compare with other methods appear to perform well in finding an approximate solution with less resource consumption ratio.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern data centers are comprised of tens of thousands of dedicated servers, and perform the processing for many applications. An alternate approach is to maintain a pool of resource capacity and allocate virtual resources to different applications. Virtualization is a technology that combines computer resources and provides different operating environments using methodologies like hardware and software partitioning or aggregation, partial or complete machine simulation, emulation, time-sharing, and more. More recently, virtualization at all levels has become important again as a way to improve system security, increase reliability and availability, reduce costs, create better adaptability to workload variations, support easier migration of virtual machines among physical levels has become important again as a way to improve system security, increase reliability and availability, reduce costs, create better adaptability to workload variations, support easier migration of virtual machines among physical machines, and prepare easy coexistence of legacy applications in data center applications. Virtualization provides flexible and manageable execution environments that are specialized for different applications using share resources and delivering expected performance, security and isolation [2] - [4] . One of the important challenges in datacenters is resource allocation and dynamic resource management for virtualized resources. Resource allocation needs to not only guarantee enough virtual resources to meet the performance goals, but also prevents over-provisioning in order to reduce cost and allows concurrent hosting of many applications. Resource control functions are integrated in a data center at two different levels of abstraction: virtual machine and virtual resource pools. The central management is responsible for determining the necessary resources which are needed by each service based on framework of service level agreement. By doing so, the local controller minimizes leasing costs by avoiding over-provisioning for the applications running on the virtual machines. The key to service oriented resource allocation is the ability to efficiently find the minimum amount of resources that an application needs to meet the desired quality constraint [5] - [7] . We can consider the procedure as a classical 0/1 knapsack problem which could be represented as a specific instance of resource allocation. Consider a 0/1 knapsack problem with knapsack capacity, weight item and service quality. This is a multidimensional problem with different weight items and knapsack capacity with different vectors. We can add more dummy knapsacks to have a multiple knapsacks generalization, and these knapsacks can be described via different capacity vectors. As a result, the problem to be tackled is NP-hard. Here an approximate way to solve the formal problem is proposed [8] . To solve this problem, a dynamic resource management approach based on genetic algorithm that enables automatic and adaptive resource provisioning in accordance with quality of service and Service Level Agreements (SLA) specifying dynamic tradeoffs of service quality and cost has been considered. An intelligent technique to characterize the relationship between application workload and available virtual resources has been introduced. A prototype of the proposed resource management system has been deployed on a simulated test bed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides optimization methods for data center resources. Section 3 presents resource management methods. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Finally we have concluded the paper in section5.
II. DATA CENTER OPTIMIZATION METHODS
In this section we introduce three major techniques which are effective for resource optimization in data centers.
A. Parallelism Processing
In Parallelism Processing, separable and independently practicable pieces from an algorithm or even independent practicable parts from a series of attached orders are distributed among the independent processors and they are calculated simultaneously. The Parallel architects in Modeling and Optimization, Vol. 1, No. 4, October 2011 programs that have dealings with huge mass of data, such as data mining programming. They are categorized in different classes. For example, the architects in "Shared-Memory", all processors use a shared main memory. In "Shared-Disk", the disk memory is the same among the processors. In architect "Shared-Nothing", every processor has its own main memory and related disk. Hence, increasing the resources is more convenient than other methods. The architect "Shared-Something", is a combination of "Shared-Memory" and "Shared -Nothing".
B. Clustering
A cluster includes several machines connected to each other in a local network that perform the processing functions by a timing program and harmonizing among the machines of the network [9] . In this design, the dynamic cluster-wide resource management problem is a constrained optimization problem, with the resource allocations on individual machines as independent variables, and the desired cluster-wide resource allocations as constraints. Periodically collected resource usages serve as further inputs to the problem. It is certified that, in a number of different scenarios, cluster reserves are effective in ensuring performance isolation while enabling high utilization of the server resources.
C. Virtualization
Virtualization is the process of presenting a logical grouping or subset of computing resources so that they can be accessed in ways that give benefits over the original configuration. It is the most significant progress since the microprocessor introduction, in providing information and business secure systems. The idea of virtualization can be used for most of the components in IT infrastructure such as networks, storages, servers, operating systems and applications. In server virtualization, the virtual environment allows for creation of multiple independent occurrence of an operating environment (logical or virtual servers) to run on a single physical server. Virtualization allows physical servers to be carved into multiple virtual machines, and enabling a virtualized data center where applications hosts and managed in their dedicated virtual environment. Storage virtualization implements a virtual layer on top of the physical storages so that all physical devices hid from clients and prepare a pooling environment for using virtual spaces [10] .
III. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT METHODS
In resource management technique, it's not sufficient to guarantee that virtualized environments always provide the necessary resources for all application programs, but we should decrease the costs by optimum allocating of resources until more application programs can use the available resources. The static methods can't be used to attain this aim because the combination of the workload is changing continuously. For this reason, the system behavior must trace the actual needs at any time [11] . To manage this procedure, a proposed method based on genetic algorithm has been introduced.
A. Genetic Algorithm
In this technique, the genetic algorithm for allocating the virtual resources in multilayer distributed is suggested. This problem is from the ones in the group of NP-hard, for this reason, using the genetic algorithm to find the optimum response is a successful solution. Here, an important point is the understanding concept of the workload to serve the current and future services by identifying it worthily using collection of the virtual resources or pooling system. The noticeable aim in this research is the autonomous recognition of the optimum uses of the existing resources in the pool, when various hosts want to employ different services [12] . To solve this problem, we have proposed the genetic algorithm as a successful solution. Generally, a genetic algorithm is a search technique used in computing to find exact or approximate solutions to search and optimization problems. The GA algorithm repeatedly modifies with genetic operators and seeking for the answer with the best fitness. Since problem to be tackled is NP-hard. Here an approximate way to solve the formal problem has been proposed.
B. Capacity Management Processing
In this section, we deal with the processes that we consider for managing the capacities and also its analogous services. These processes are based on the combination of the sub-processes that take place for the resource pool in various manners. To protect these cases, we need to define the concept and the meaning of the needed capacity. RC is the minimum needed capacity in order to gratify the request of the implemented workload on the resources of the server [10] . To recognize the RC, following conceptions must be considered.
a) The Service of Permitting Control
This service decides whether the pool of services, has the adequate service to host the now workload or not? If so, which workload of the server must be granted? However, the workload extracted from several resources, will be implemented in from of a unique workload so that we may have a limitation for the place of the considered workload. The role of the service of appointing the workload is giving the address to this load.
b) The Service of Workload Placement
This service expresses a categorized technique to identify the requested resource and represent its solution. Fundamentally, each request demands different resources. The service of appointing the workload uses the greedy algorithms to unite the resources. To optimize these inquires, that causes these greedy solution to improve the genetic algorithm is used. In every condition, the algorithm simulated several scenarios. Each scenario determines the number of the workloads on each server. The entire workload request is resulted by the given rate to each server by the help of the different times of the previous workload. This service finds the best place for the workload in the entire server. In the end, it should be stated this service should accept a limitation for the place of the workload that involves the dependence between the workloads. As an example, workloads can or, can aversely, can ' t too reserve in a physical server together.
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This service has a lot of aims.
Implementing a technique for the exploratory model. Recognizing the chief changing's in requesting the workload momentarily.
Protecting the producing of combinative technique that the next requests show each workload and also protecting the similar plans for resources.
Processing the management is its capacity based on the meaning of the capacity management design. The capacity management design includes a memory that some cases include the type of the workload, predicting, the quality of the needed services and giving the workloads to the resources.
C. Algorithm Functions
Genetic algorithm is a successful method for optimization problems, although it may not directly lead to the best answer. GA population repeatedly modifies with genetic operators in a search space and seeking for an answer with the best fitness. GA initializes a population to random individuals of [0/1] and over successive generations, the population "evolves" toward an optimal answer. Moreover, this method includes several genetically isolated groups including the CPU, storage, network and I/O which evolves in a parallel model. Individual member from each group collaborate with other members through "representative population" and improves their fitness according to a specific objective function. This method can proceed in a competitive or cooperative model. In cooperative method the groups are encouraged to cooperate with one another by rewarding them based on how well they work together to solve a target problem. In competitive method, the amount of reward resulting from each success is a function of other members in the population who can defeat the same opponent. We have employed both methods in our proposed system [13] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this section the proposed algorithm and evaluation scenario with the obtained results have been introduced.
A. Problem Hypothesis
There are certain common hypotheses about this research. Any request for using a data center services consist of demands with different resources, and the data center should satisfy those requests. Since the requested jobs are vital for business continuity of the organizations, a small interruption in system may create heavy loss and limitation. Characteristic of the proposed model:
In this model, the resources have been unified in a pooling system. Four kinds of resources have been considered: CPU, I/O, NETWORK, and STOEAGE. 100 derivative contents have been used in this model with similar format.
About 0-20 requests per second have been imported to data center for resources demands.
Derivative content may share resources commonly or it may respond to request jointly.
About 5-3 vectors from resources vector have been returned to resources and it has been transmitted to consider virtual container.
As mentioned before each virtual container has been considered as a vector with four resource fields as Fig.1 
30 unite in each virtual container. In our proposed genetic algorithm, chromosomes with length of 400 genes have been used. In total state, 100 virtual containers are defined. Every vector includes four types of resources CPU, STORAGE, NTWORK, I/O. At first, we create primitive generation. In every generation crossing and mutation happen. 60% and 30% respectively and 10% is unchanged. We continue this algorithm for 2000 iteration in order to obtain optimum answer. Fig.2 shows the cost. Rank method was applied for selecting parents in crossing stage. In each repetition of the algorithm the chromosomes having less cost, is selected to virtual container. After end of the process, the chromosome which has less cost is regarded as the best answer. 
B. Cost Function
As mentioned, there is not any unique mathematical rank between requested and granted resources. For this purpose, we should try to create appropriate cost function in order to optimize the answer in every generation of chromosomes. After examine the quantities resources we found out, some of quantities are more than other quantities, for this reason, we devote certain weight to each unites according to the previous requests for proper cost function . TABLE I and TABLE II  and TABLE III and TABLE IV illustrates the weight For accounting total cost for every line, the following function is used:
After calculation the cost of each line, we arrange available population according to the obtained cost in order to obtain more optimum chromosomes for the next generation.
After obtaining the optimum state running the algorithm, the best possible answers should be examined by different demand to indicate the algorithm efficiency. In other words, in real environment, algorithm should be proceed in such a way that it can select the best virtual container and in the shortest possible time, because in the case of being joint several environment, one request may be answered by two or several derivative contents. Two points should be noted to solve this problem 1) Each incoming request should be satisfied; otherwise, it may cause a big damage to an organization.
2) For the request with minimum resources, the cost should be minimized.
As mentioned before, it is a NP-hard problem and if we consider the first item as the weight and the second item as the value, it can be assume as a classical knapsack problem. A greedy algorithm is necessary to solve this problem and the innovative algorithms provide the best answer in this kind of problems. We have proposed the genetic algorithm to solve the problem.
V. THE ALGORITHM INPUT
The input of the algorithm is the best solution matrix with size of 4×100 that every line is indicator of virtual container. Percentage of every source value is obtained by the following formula:
Then based the weight value which consider for each unit matrix 1*4 is regarded as an indicator of demand to data center. Percentage value of crossover and mutation are equal to 60% and 30% respectively.
To calculate the cost function, all four resources fields should be considered at the same time. As some possible cases, it may possible that three resources have optimum value, where the fourth one is not acceptable. As an example of this scenario:
And two virtual container devoted to this demand is: It will be consider that CPU, STORAGE, NETWORK is specified in optimum state, but the I/O request is not satisfied. We transmit each resource independently to the target function and then examine every state, in order to indicate whether it satisfies all demands or not. So the states that satisfy all demands are supplied in an array. After end of the process, we can find the best optimum state in the array. It should be noted that this procedure is a time consuming process.
To solve this problem, we propose the following procedure. At first, we arrange the sequence of incoming requests to the data center. Then, instead of sending all the requests, we only examine the request with maximum unite. After finding best solution from the maximum one, we examine whether all of demanded resources meet the satisfaction level or not. If the answer is negative we will go to the second row, and continue this procedure to find the best answer. We use cost function similar to cost function in classical knapsack problem. We use this method for calculating the cost of chromosome. To calculate the cost for chromosome "i", we continue the procedure as follows:
At first, we transmit address of blanks field with one to the item array:
Then we obtain TW (sum of the weights for selected address in the item) and TV (sum of value that their address is indicated in item) by the following relations: (1,andis(1,end) ))&&(TW<Request (1,andis(1,end) (1,andis(1,end) ))&&(TW<Request (1,andis(1,end) (1,andis(1,end) ))&&(TW<Request (1,andis(1,end) ) +3))) Cost(i)=Cost(i)/6; end if ((TW<Request (1,andis(1,end) 
VI. EVALUATION RESULT So many requests are entered to a data center in each second and because of jobs vitality, all requests should be responded and all the requested resources should be satisfied. On the other hand so many virtual containers may be rented in each second and after fulfilling their action, they are sent back to the relevant data center.
For investigation of Algorithms, efficiency, we should put them in conditions like the present conditions in data center. For this reason we have considered conditions that is close to the conditions of data center, in simulation of data center, we have simulated environment for 60 seconds and we have assumed that between 0 to 20 requests would enter to data center. In addition in each second (except first and second seconds) between 2 to 30 virtual containers accomplished their action and sent back to data center, that were taken in to service by hosts in past seconds. If the assembly of virtual containers for hosts is less that 30, the produced accidental numbers for returning virtual containers will be 2 of this assembly. Entered requests to data center were considered in simulation environment, and they were according to aforementioned probabilities in last sections. Entered requests with adopting request probability of each resource that mentioned in last section, were selected accidentally.
Fore representation of algorithms , efficiency, one output sample taken from Genetic algorithm indicated in TABLE VI and simulating algorithm of entered environment and algorithm.
In time period of 10 second, total consumption of resources is equal to 8002 unit. Also, numbers of demands imported to data center in this period is equal to 94.Average of resource devoted to each demand is equal to: (9) In which "i" is count of time ranged from 1 to 10. If we assume efficiency of the algorithm rather than time in which size of every source per derivative contents is 30 unites, advantage rate is equal to: (10) In 60 second, the average resources assigned to the incoming requests:
(11) (12) The results indicated that the proposed algorithms prevent the additional resource consumption for 20% to 30% rather than usual method. And it can create the best answer compare to the other innovative algorithms.
VII. RELATED WORKS
To the best of our knowledge there is no prior work using a genetic algorithm modeling approach to data center resource management. The following briefly summarizes other work with some common elements with this paper's approach.
Rule-based systems: This approach uses a set of event-condition-action rules (defined by system experts) that are triggered when some precondition is satisfied (e.g., when some metrics exceed a predefined threshold). For example, the HP-UX Workload Manager [17] allows the relative CPU utilization of a resource partition to be controlled within a user specified range, and the approach of Rolia [14] observes resource utilization (consumption) by an application workload and uses some "fixed" threshold to decide whether current allocation is sufficient or not for the workload. With the growing complexity of systems, even experts are finding it difficult to define thresholds and corrective actions for all possible system states.
In [15] the CPU shares are dynamically allocated with the goal to optimize a global utility function, under varying workload levels, and in [16] the proposed architecture involves different Application Environments (AEs), each one comprising several physical machines bounded together.
Each AE serves different classes of transactions, and server could be moved from one AE to another, to optimize a global utility function which is based on the performance metrics of the AEs, like response time and throughput. The proposed solver searches for the optimal number of physical servers for each AE, with a beam search algorithm.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied virtualization technique in data centers and investigated a successful method for managing the resources in virtual environment. We have proposed a dynamic management technique for resource assignment in data center application. At first, we observed that due to complexity of the problem, resource assignment procedure is NP-Hard and we cannot solve the problem by an absolute mathematic formula. We considered an optimization technique as an effective solution for controlling the consuming resources. We have proposed an intelligent algorithm based on genetic functions to solve resource allocation. Some mathematical analyses to calculate the resource values and cost functions have been done. Then the average and efficiency rate of the results have been calculated to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed method. The results certify that proposed method reduce 20-30 percent saving in consuming resources. 
